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From: Maxwell, Liam - Cabinet Office 

Sent: 30 September 2011 19:45 

To: 'ceales@microsoft.com'; 'steve.mutkoski@microsoft.com' 

Cc: 'james.herbert@rbwm.gov.uk'; Yunus, Qamar - Cabinet Office; Humphries,  

Linda - Cabinet Office; Willis, Mark - Cabinet Office 

Subject:Notes from our meet 

 

Charles, Steve 

Hope flight was good 

My notes from today's meet are below.  Looking forward to the ecopies of the papers Steve.  

Liam 

Microsoft agreed to go on record with their objections 

The FRANDstandards UK Govt PPN will, in their view, preclude them from deploying.  

(LM agreed to share the list of Software. standards UK finds it  needs - from the standards survey)  

Will publish their standards database openly  

Will share papers on standards from recent conference.  

Will publish why open source and frand can co-exist and why claims from the OSS community to that 

frand and open source cannot exist are incorrect 

LM explained that UK policy is to become an intelligent customer and have a level playing field for 

proprietary and open source software in govt procurement  

LM asked that any docs or databases that were not for public use should be labelled as such. - all 

other papers in public domain. MS happy for this.  

MS explained that they did not think our standard would get us to the place we want to be.  LM 

asked for explanation of this and what MSs suggestion as to how we could get there differently  but 

we concluded the discussion still without an explanation that made that clear. MS to explain in a 

document.  

MS tried to explain why RF leads to diminution of copyright protection for software and breaking 

open our market to the Chinese (effectively saying our stand was against innovation).  We agreed 

this had not been explained to mutual satisfaction so MS will try again in a paper to LM.   
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LM explained that advice on how best to achieve interoperability always welcome but UK gov has to 

make choice as intelligent customer.  MS is one of many stakeholders, many of whom are on the 

record as content, some of whom have concerns.  

On MS asking about the perception of their approach LM explained that previous MS attempts to 

influence policy wrt Open Source had been quite blunt and aggressive (rumours of closing facilities in 

2008 etc) .  MS agreed this had happened in the past and  was not the way forward.  We agreed to 

work together openly and constructively.  

 

 


